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1. Introduction 
With the constant evolution of technologies as well as other multiple forces of change such as shifting 
demographics and the Covid-19 pandemic, the logistics sector has undergone a profound transformation in recent 
years. While the new era of so-called Logistics 4.0 - a designation derived from Industry 4.0 – promises innovation, 
connectivity, and a sustainable future, existing challenges still have to be faced. One of those challenges is the 
lack of qualified employees which is a critical barrier to driving logistics progress and improvement. According to 
DHL Trend Report 2021, “From truck drivers and warehouse workers to supply chain planners and data scientists, 
the industry is already grappling with a growing labor shortage and a war for talent” [1].   

In the LOGIPRO partner countries there is a striking number of bottleneck jobs within the logistics sector. Within 
the sector, there is a clear mismatch between the profile of jobseekers applying for these jobs and the profile 
requested by logistics companies. Companies tend to find few suitable candidates because the specialised 
knowledge can only be acquired directly in a logistics company or through comprehensive practical training as 
part of an educational programme. The emerging logistics sector requires skills that are not yet taught in a practical 
way within European VET education. 

Both the companies and the educational institutions have an important role to play in training and building the 
right talent with the right competencies and skills in a digital age. It cannot be reached through formal, structured 
learning only, but rather though practicing the subject in a safe environment and learning that occurs though 
knowledge sharing and mentoring.  

The main aim of the research study consists of determining and defining indications for the most requested logistic 
profiles in the Transport and Logistics sector and preparing some guidelines for a training methodology to 
implement logistics training using the Practice Enterprise approach in partner countries. 

This study is focused on the following three research topics: 

1. Bottleneck jobs within the Transport and Logistics sector in partner countries and educational and 
professional qualifications frameworks for these specific logistics profiles. 

2. Key competencies and skills of these qualifications and the real needs in the labour market. 
3. Employment possibilities, i.e.such as which logistics career goals are attainable after completing 

education in Transport and Logistics by using partner country examples. 

The research presented in this report has been developed through a mix of analysis of publicly available data and 
information sources, targeted consultations with employment agencies and business representatives from the 
logistics sector. 

The paper is structured as follows: 
Section 2 gives an overview on key trends and technological advancements in the logistics sector both globally 
and in partner countries. In addition, it describes the expected impact of their adoption on job roles and skills. 
Section 3 analysis workforce situation in the logistics sector with a special focus on Transport and Logistics job 
profiles. Based on the workforce situation analysis, it gives a deeper overview of professional qualifications, skills 
and competences of the specific logistics profiles. 
Sections 4 and 5 present information about existing logistics education and training opportunities and good 
practices in partner countries. 
Section 6 concludes the study with guidelines for logistics training development in a Practice Enterprise. 
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2. Developments and Trends in the Logistics Sector 
Having a picture of the evolutionary trends of the entire industrial logistics sector is crucial in order to have a point 
of reference for planning and developing a specific strategy within an organization. Scientific literature suggests 
that transformation in the logistics sector not only affects the logistics processes and tasks; it also has a significant 
impact on shifts in occupations with important implications for workforce skills and competencies. According to 
DHL Trend Report 2021, the convergence of logistics trends will transform the way each of us works, to varying 
degrees – some jobs will require the use of new tools, some jobs will no longer be needed, and many new jobs 
will be created [1]. 

This chapter provides an overview on the key trends and technologies that are shaping logistics both today and 
into the future. The goal of this chapter is not to go into detail about the logistics megatrends, but rather to depict 
the evolution of roles and competence requirements in relation to Logistics 4.0. Practice Enterprise trainers 
require this literature to be introduced to the concepts in a practical way. In the LOGIPRO project these 
technological innovations will be monitored and integrated into the Practice Enterprise model and into our trainers 
training. 

2.1. Trends and Innovations in the Logistics Sector 
The emphasis in this section is on: 
(i) technological concepts that have been already applied in logistics 
(ii) new technological concepts shaping the future of logistics 
(iii) external social & business trends that drive innovations in the logistics sector. 

The 5th edition of the Logistics Trend Radar 2020 released by DHL gives a detailed view of key social & business 
as well as technology-driven trends that will impact the logistics industry over the next 5 to 10 years. According to 
the radar, key social & business trends with high impact within the next 5 years are: Omnichannel Logistics, 
Future of Work, Logistics Marketplaces, Sustainable Logistics. Under technology-driven trends there are: Big Data 
Analytics, Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud and APIs, Robotics & Automation, Artificial Intelligence [1].  

Similar trends have been identified by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) in PwC CEE Transport & Logistics Trend 
Book 2019 [3]. Five major forces transforming the logistics sector within a period of 5 years, including urban 
transport were identified: 
1. Digitalization (driving trends: changes in consumer behaviors, talent supply gap) 
2. Shifts in international trade (driving trends: free trade agreements, trade wars and barriers, internationalization 

of the transport businesses) 
3. Software-driven process changes (driving trends: Artificial Intelligence (AI),Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data 

Analytics (BDA), Blockchain/ Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)) 
4. Shifts in markets’ domestic commerce (driving trends: eCommerce, sharing economy, changing consumer 

behaviors) 
5. Machine-driven process changes (driving trends: transport machine technology development, fuel price 

fluctuations, environmental sustainability focus) [3]. 
 
The following sections will give an overview on the key driving trends and technologies influencing the logistics 
sector in partner countries: Belgium, Germany and Spain.  
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Belgium 

The analysis outcomes on the future developments and innovations in logistics presented in this section for 
Belgium have been developed on the basis of publicly available information (the trend radar of VIL 2019, which 
is the Flemish innovation platform for the logistics sector, and from DHL 2019) and targeted consultations and 
interviews with logistics companies and organizations.   

The following Table 1 presents new trends and new technological concepts in logistics and the supply chain in 
Belgium.  

Trends 
 

Technological Concepts 

Automation of physical processes (robotisation) Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
Automation of administrative processes Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR/VR) 
Circular economy Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) 
4C-Cross Chain Collaboration Centers Autonomous vehicles 
Sharing economy Big data (analytics) 
Digitisation Bionic devices 
E-commerce - omnichannel Blockchain 
‘Fair and Responsible Logistics’ Cloud computing 
Forecasting Cobots 
‘Grey Power Logistics’ Digital customer contacts 
Chain integration and cooperation (data sharing) Digital twins 
‘Last-mile’ logistics 3D printing 
Personalisation and batch-size-one Drones 
‘Physical Internet’ Internet of Things 
Servitisation Robotic Process Automation 
Synchromodality Robots 
Fresh Chain Logistics Self-service system & serialisation 
White container logistics Smart bots 

Table 1: Trends and technological concepts in logistics and the supply chain in Belgium, created by author based on source 
[4]. 
 
Half of the surveyed companies expected digitisation, chain integration and the automation of physical and 
administrative processes to play an important role in the logistics environment in the future.  
The majority of companies expected adoption to these latest trends within 5 years. Sustainability and the transition 
to 'fair and responsible logistics' came to the fore, but especially in the long term (> 5 years). The other trends 
were considered as less important for the future. 

Germany  

The Bundesvereinigung Logistik (BVL) has been studying the trends and strategies in logistics and supply chain 
management as part of the "Trends and Strategies" series of studies for 30 years. The current study results (2020) 
of top trends emerged from the survey of more than 300 experts and decision-makers from the logistics sector.  

Core findings of the BVL study “Trends und Strategien in Logistik und Supply Chain Management” in regards of 
the top trends (Figure 1) are depicted below. 

https://vil.be/en/
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Figure 1: Trends influencing the logistics sector in Germany in 2020; created by author based on source [5]. 
 
As the study results show, digitalization of business processes and transparency in the supply chain are rated as 
the most relevant trends in 2020, and ones that companies will need to develop considerably in the future. 

As shown in Figure 2, cost pressure complexity & individualization remain top externally-driven trends. The 
sustainability trend is in the top ten, and almost half of the companies rate their corresponding adaptability to this 
trend as high [5]. Comparing with the study results in 2020 (Figure 2), the “staff shortage” trend was rated as very 
important by logistics companies in 2018. This can be explained by the fact that at the beginning of the pandemic, 
the extent of the shortage of skilled workers had decreased significantly. Logistics companies had to deal with 
numerous problems; in many places there were hiring freezes and short-term work or even redundancies of 
employees. However, the current Ifo indicator for employee expectations in the two areas of warehousing and 
shipping as well as road freight transport has been positive again since March 2021 [7]. 

 
Figure 2: Comparison of top trends in 2016, 2018, 2020; created by author based on source [5]. 
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The BVL study (2020) also explores technological concepts and their relevance as well as the degree of 
implementation in logistics and SCM. The focus in Figure 3 is on material flow technologies as in Figure 4 is on 
information flow technologies.  

X-axis indicates the degree of implementation (Umsetzungstand): the percentage of respondents who responded 
that the respective technology is used in their company. Y-axis is the rating of the relevance (Relevanz) of the 
respective technology for the areas of SCM and logistics (1= very low; 5= very high). 

 
Figure 3: Relevance and implementation of technological concepts in logistics and SCM with a focus on material flow; 
source [5]. 
 
As Figure 3 shows that 2D Codes, localization and sensor technologies are rated as highly relevant and seem to 
be widely implemented by logistics companies. There is, however, still a rather low implementation of some 
"simple" technologies such RFID and Wearables. Driverless and self-driving vehicles and augmented reality 
concepts are areas where growth is expected to be high. Drones and 3D Printing are still of (very) low relevance 
and implementation level in companies. 

 
Figure 4: Relevance and implementation of technological concepts in logistics and SCM with a focus on information flow; 
source [5]. 
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The displayed data shows the results on the relevance and implementation degree of technological concepts in 
logistics with a focus on information flow.  As Figure 4 shows, Warehouse Management Systems (WMS) and 
Enterprise-Resource-Planning-Systems (ERP) are rated as highly relevant and seem to be widely implemented 
by logistics companies. Predictive and descriptive data analytics and access to data via mobile devices are highly 
relevant. The application of artificial intelligence holds vast potential for optimizing logistics processes. 

Spain  
 
This section provides a sector-wide view of trends and technology enablers in logistics and supply chain in 
Spain.  

SECTOR  
DIGITALIZATION 

APPLICATION OF NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES 

CHANGES IN TRADE: 
Omnichannel Logistics 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY 

Large amounts of data and 
new business models as 
well as optimisation of the 
customer experience 

Technological diversity 
and its advantages for 
business competitiveness 
and cost performance 

Collaborative logistics 
supply chains 

Corporate 
sustainability and 
green logistics and 
transportation 

• Big data 
• Internet of things 
• Logistics management 

systems: ERP, CRM, 
TMS 

• Progressive 
digitization 

• Development of 
autonomous vehicles 

• Intelligent Transport 
Systems: Machine 
Learning 

• Robotics and process 
automation 

• Blockchain and 
decentralized 
applications 

• Artificial Intelligence  
 

• Omnichannel 
platforms shared 
between 
manufacturers, 
retailers and 
logistics providers 

• Autonomous 
vehicles such 
delivery drones, self-
driving truck and van 

• Electric vehicles 
and the promotion 
of intermodality  

• New forms of 
distribution in the 
last mile 

Table 2: Trends in logistics and the supply chain in Spain, created by author based on source [6] and [7]. 

Based on studies and experts consultations, four key trends have been identified in the transformation of the 
logistics sector in Spain: digitalization, technological diversity, changes in trade-omnichannel logistics, 
environmental sustainability.  

Among the most popular technologies already available today and that will be widely applied in the logistics sector 
in future are the following: 

• Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning  
• Robotization  
• Warehouse Automation  
• Blockchain and decentralized applications  
• The Internet of Things  
• Specialized management systems: ERP, CRM, TMS 
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The survey conducted by Foro de Logistica (Logistics Forum), with the support of IMF Business School and in 
collaboration with Manpowergroup, Spanish Center of Logistics (Centro Español de Logística - CEL) and the 
Association for the Development of Logistics (Asociación para el desarrollo de la Logística - ADL), indicates that 
the logistics sector has a significant level of progress on the way to the digital transformation. Omnichannel trade 
and the demands of end customers have been identified as main drivers for digitization and the incorporation of 
technology in its processes. 

  
Figure 5: Implementation of digital transformation processes in the logistics sector in Spain, created by author based on 
source [7]. 

Of the surveyed companies,  37% are carrying out renewal of digital equipment and the use of mobile 
technologies. 35% of the surveyed companies reported about transformations to the business models and 31 % 
about implemented ERP in their companies. Use of the Cloud and implementation of a CRM for customer 
management are processes that almost 30% of the surveyed companies have started. The processes of digital 
transformation with only 8% of surveyed companies is in the implementation of e-CMR, the creation of a digital 
division and the development of Blockchain projects, despite to be one of the technologies that arouses the most 
interest.  

Among the surveyed companies, the most important factors for a successful process of digital transformation: 
innovation; e-commerce; digital talent management and HR analytics; technological and data infrastructure; 
customer experience and customer service; digital marketing; digital leadership. 

Based on the survey carried out, the five most demanded digital profiles: “Software Engineers Logistics", "Head 
of Digital Transformation", "APP Developers, WEB Programmers" "Architects of Systems” and “Technicians in 
Big Data for the Supply Chain.  
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2.2. Impact of Trends and Innovations on Logistics Job Profiles 
As businesses adapt to the new evolving trends and undergo digital transformations, they are the first to 
experience the workforce transitions and the need of highly skilled logistics profiles of the near future. This also 
has an impact on education institutions providing logistics courses as they need to be up-to-date in order to 
prepare trainees with requisite future skills.  

This section seeks to provide some insights from research studies on job roles and competence requirements in 
the Logistics 4.0 context in partner countries. 

Belgium 

According to the Dutch research study “Naar de logistieke professional van de toekomst Hogeschool” [4] which 
is based on an extensive literature review and interviews with logistics companies, the knowledge and skills that 
are considered as crucial for “future proof” logistics professionals are the following: 
 

Knowledge or skill Description 
Process-oriented, end-to-end chain 
thinking 
 

Ability to analyze the processes in the chain, detect bottlenecks 
and develop proposals for improvement. It is therefore important to 
use a 'helicopter view' and to think from all links in the supply 
chain, taking into account the complete chain of information and 
goods flows. 

System knowledge, digital skills, and 
analyzing data and information 

Ability not only to use systems such as business software (ERP, 
WMS, TMS, etc.), but also understanding what data is generated 
and how data from different systems can be integrated. 
Furthermore, it is also important to have knowledge of programs 
such as Excel or PowerBI. 

Analytical thinking, business 
analytics 

Ability to analyze processes in the supply chain and adapt to this 
based on all possible available data and information. Being able to 
analyze situations quickly and anticipate them appropriately. 

People management, soft skills 
(Managers) 

Ability to deal with a wide diversity of cultures, ages and genders. 
This requires a great deal of emotional intelligence and empathy. 
Ability to motivate and stimulate people as well as to make teams 
work together smoothly and to manage in times of change.  

Communication skills and 
knowledge of foreign languages 
 

This primarily concerns the correct oral and written use of the 
Dutch language. In addition, it is also important to know foreign 
languages and above all dare to use them. Mainly knowledge of 
English and to a lesser extent French and German are important 
for the logistics professional of the future. 

Other skills Flexibility 
Ability to manage exceptions 
Independence & initiative 
Ability to work in a team 
Being practical  

Table 3: Competences of future professionals in the logistics sector in Belgium, created by author based on source [4]. 
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As Table 3 shows, in addition to logistics sector-specific skills, “future proof” logistics professionals also need 
analytical thinking as well as knowledge of systems, data and processes. Based on interviews, people 
management skills were evaluated as more critical at higher level jobs (i.e. managers and above). From 
conversations with companies, it recurrently emerged that there is a serious shortage of managers who have 
knowledge of logistics as well as a high degree of empathy and people management skills. Ability to deal with 
diversity, manage teams, motivate workers and enable them to collaborate smoothly are all skills that will be 
essential for supervisors, team leaders and project leaders of the future. Soft skills, good communication and 
language skills are indispensable at all levels. 

The companies that took part in the study expect that purely administrative jobs will largely disappear due to 
increasing automation of administrative processes. Other jobs will increase in importance such as supply chain 
directors, supply chain consultants and process engineers [4]. 

Many other job roles will change radically or be replaced by new jobs and functions. With the introduction of digital 
planning tools, a planner’s job will evolve from pure plans towards 'management by exception'. Considering the 
increasing use of data in the logistics sector, there will be a higher demand for data and systems analysts with 
different skills areas: not only being able to understand the principles behind systems and data, but also to present 
and communicate these to higher management. In addition, there will also be new functions created by the rise 
of Big data, Internet of Things, cloud computing, blockchain and robotics. 

Germany 

Based on the BVL study of an online survey and expert interviews “Trends and Strategies in Logistics and Supply 
Chain Management – Digital Transformation Opportunities” (2017), two categories of skills required for skilled 
workers and managers of the future have been identified: fast failure skills and IT skills. To keep up with the pace 
of digitisation, companies should implement a “fast failure” culture which encourages eagerness to experiment 
and a positive way of dealing with mistakes [9]. 

Agility, positive handling of mistakes, willingness to experiment/innovate, and an interdisciplinary mindset are 
identified as fast failure skills, while intuitive use of IT, ability to analyze big data sets, to use new communication 
media, and advanced level programming are regarded as IT skills (see Figure 6).  

Considering skills that will be required in the future, it is clear from Figure 6 that the majority of skilled workers 
and managers will need the full range – with the exception of advanced programming skills. 

For skills such as analyzing big data sets, companies surveyed lack clarity on whether this is the responsibility of 
skilled workers and managers. 

When comparing the two categories of fast failure skills and IT skills, a trend is that fast failure skills will mostly 
be needed simultaneously by both skilled workers and managers, or only by managers. This is because many 
companies have a top-down mentality which results in skills related to performance management or motivation 
being required by managers [9]. 

One possible orientation for major skill requirements of the future (especially considering the increasing use of 
big data sets) would be for companies to look at the skillset of a data scientist. To some extent the different skill 
areas of a data scientist overlap and include not only IT, modeling and analytical skills, but also business domain 
knowledge as well as storytelling skills (data visualization, preparing and communicating results to decision-
makers) [9]. This finding is very similar to the Dutch study and its finding regarding the role and skillset of a data 
analyst. 
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Figure 6: Future skills requirements for skilled workers and managers; source [9].  

 

Concluding remarks of Chapter 2 

Current and future trends and technology transformations in the logistics sector all have an effect on which 
knowledge and skills are needed and how the workplace is designed in logistics and supply chain management. 
This transformation is people-driven. Based on findings of the skills analysis in section 2.2, future logistics 
professionals will need a wide range of different skills: from logistics sector-specific skills which are critical to 
perform the job to technology-related, business and soft skills. 

While the impact of future trends and new technologies has to be considered and integrated in training, research 
on the current occupational situation in the logistics sector is important in order to relate to the current needs of 
the labor market. Chapter 3 is dedicated to a workforce situation analysis in the logistics sector with a special 
focus on transport and logistics job profiles and the identification of professional qualifications, skills and 
competences of specific logistics profiles. 
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3. Occupational Trends in Logistics Sector in Partner Countries 

As the LOGIPRO project aims to develop a work-based learning programme that highly matches the labor market 
needs, there is a need of the analysis of the employment direction of logistics professionals and the recruitment 
requirements of the labor market in partner countries. Chapter 3 is dedicated to a workforce situation analysis in 
the logistics sector with a special focus on transport and logistics job profiles and the identification of professional 
qualifications, skills and competences of specific logistics profiles. Moreover, it includes logistics job vacancy 
analysis of the specific logistics profiles in order to identify which skills and knowledge are currently on demand 
and what requirements have to be fulfilled by an applicant.  

3.1. Analysis of the Workforce Situation in the Logistics Sector  
This section focuses on labour supply and demand tendencies in the logistics sector, with a special focus on 
transport and logistics job profiles. For the analysis of the employment direction of logistics professionals we 
mined data from employment agencies in Belgium (Flanders) and Germany. As there is no comparative data from 
the Spanish employment agency, the survey results by Foro de Logistica were used for the definition of the most 
demanded professions. 

Belgium (Flanders) 

According to the statistics of the public employment service of Flanders VDAB, there are serious gaps in the 
supply and demand of labour in transport and logistics sector in Flanders. Labour force shortages exist in different 
staff categories: managerial, administrative and supporting staff (express and postal services employee, truck 
driver, mover). Supporting staff category is not relevant to logistics PE. As such, for the purpose of this study, the 
definition of the bottleneck professions in logistics sector excludes low skilled job roles.  

Bottleneck professions have been identified by comparing the number of vacancies reported directly to VDAB to 
the number of unemployed persons available on the market.  

 Occupational profiles 

Labor market characteristic Period/ timing Logistics 
manager 

Freight 
forwarder  

Dispatcher 
freight 

transport 

Customs 
clearance agent/ 

officer 

Vacancies in Normal 
Economic Circuit (without 
temporary assignments)  

Feb 2017 –  
Jan 2018 

823 248 457 63 

Vacancies in Normal 
Economic Circuit (without 
temporary assignments)  

Feb 2021 – 
Jan 2022 

1.174 488 625 199 

Job seekers without work in 
mediation 

Avg. Feb 2021 – 
Jan 2022 

951 281 340 96 

Unfilled vacancies (without 
temporary assignments)  

end Jan 2022 247 92 134 35 

Table 4: Bottleneck jobs analysis in the logistics sector in Flanders, Belgium, created by author based on source [11].  

https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA1110
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA1110
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3210
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3210
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3220
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3220
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3220
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3250
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3250
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3250
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The following four figures below (Figure 7 - Figure 10) present which academic, experience and language skills 
requirements are in demand for the four identified bottleneck professions in transport and logistics sector in 
Flanders. 
Looking at the basic requirements for a logistics manager position in the Figure 7, it is clear that most companies 
prefer professional bachelor1 or master graduates with more than 2-year experience as well as English and French 
language knowledge.  

The academic degree of professional bachelor, 2-year experience and foreign language knowledge are also 
required for other three bottleneck professions: freight forwarder, dispatcher freight transport and customs 
clearance agent. There is a large number of “none indicated” level of study for dispatcher freight transport and 
customs clearance agent positions as these job roles are often trained inside companies or in special courses 
provided by employment agencies.  

 
Figure 7: Logistics manager job requirements reported by VDAB, created by author based on source [11]. 

 
Figure 8: Freight forwarder job requirements reported by VDAB, created by author based on source [11]. 

 
1 Professionally oriented bachelor programmes are primarily aimed at practicing a profession and offer a direct access to 
the labour market (www.onderwijskiezer.be).  

http://www.onderwijskiezer.be/
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Figure 9: Dispatcher freight transport job requirements reported by VDAB, created by author based on source [11]. 

 
Figure 10: Customs clearance agent job requirements reported by VDAB, created by author based on source [11]. 

The profile of job seekers for the four bottleneck professions is summarized in Table 5.  As it can be seen from 
the table all four logistics professions are male dominated in the age range 25-59. There are some differences in 
regards of level of study. The majority of job seekers for a logistics manager position have an academic degree 
of professional bachelor (42%). There are less job seekers with a higher academic degree for other three 
bottleneck professions. The majority of job seekers for the positions of freight forwarder, dispatcher freight 
transport and customs clearance agent have a comprehensive school degree. They are also less experienced 
comparing to those applying for a logistics manager position.  
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Characteristic Logistics manager Freight forwarder  Dispatcher freight 
transport 

Customs 
clearance agent 

Gender 68,6% (M)  
31,4% (F) 
 

58,4% (M)   
41,6% (F) 

73,2% (M)  
28,6% (F) 

61,5% (M)  
38,5% (F) 

Age 25-59 (80,5%) 
 

25-59 (82,9%) 
 

25-59 (83,8%) 
 

25-59 (79,2%) 
 

Level of study Low-qualified 
(18,5%) 
Comprehensive 
school (39,5%) 
Professional 
bachelor (42%) 

Low-qualified 
(16,4%) 
Comprehensive 
school (43,8%) 
Professional 
bachelor (39,9%) 
 

Low-qualified 
(27,6%) 
Comprehensive 
school (49,7%) 
Professional 
bachelor (22,6%) 
 

Low-qualified 
(20,0%) 
Comprehensive 
school (42,1%) 
Professional 
bachelor (37,9%) 
 

Experience < 6months (23,1%) 
6month -2years 
(22,7%) 
> 2 years (54,2%) 

< 6months (28,4%) 
6months-2years 
(29,4%) 
> 2 years (42,2%) 

< 6months (36,8%) 
6months-2years 
(30,3%)  
> 2 years (32,9%) 
 

< 6months (53,1%) 
6months-2years 
(18,8%) 
> 2 years (28,1%) 
 

Table 5: Job seekers profile reported by VDAB, created by author based on source [11]. 

Germany 

The analysis of the workforce situation in transport and logistics sector in Germany is based on the data from the 
German Federal Employment Agency (Bundesagentur für Arbeit) and BVL survey from 2017 on “Shortage of 
skilled workers in logistics”.  

According to the Classification of Occupations (KldB) 2010 of the Federal Employment Agency the professions 
are divided into four requirement levels: 

• Helper (Helfer): low-qualified labor force with no specific professional requirements.  
• Skilled labour force (Fachkräfte): for these activities sound specialist knowledge and skills are required, 

which are usually associated with a two to three-year vocational training course.  
• Specialists (Spezialisten): these activities are associated with additional special knowledge and skills, 

which are often part of a specific Vocational training or further education, such as technician training, or a 
bachelor's degree. 

• Experts (Experten): This includes highly complex activities (e.g. development, research, diagnosis) as well 
as management and leadership tasks. In most cases, exercising these professions requires at least four years 
of university education (master's, diploma, state examination, etc.) or relevant professional experience. 

Data from the German Federal Employment Agency suggests that there is a shortage of logistics staff in two 
occupational categories “Freight forwarding and logistics” (Figure 11) and “Road and rail transport” (Figure 12) for 
a group of skilled labour force (Fachkräfte). Unemployment-job value for these two categories is below 200 which 
means that for every 100 vacancies reported to the Federal Employment Agency, there are fewer than 200 job 
seekers. The value of 200 is considered the threshold above which a shortage of skilled workers can be assumed. 

https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA1110
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3210
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3220
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3220
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3250
https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA3250
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Labor market 
characteristic 

Period/ 
timing 

Freight forwarding and logistics Road and rail transport  

Skilled labor  Specialists Skilled labor  Specialists 

Vacancies in Normal 
Economic Circuit 
(without temporary 
assignments)  

Avg. 2021 2.927 1.226 912 n/a 

Job seekers without 
work in mediation 

Avg. 2021  2.073 283 661 n/a 

Unemployment-job 
ratio* 

2021 141 433 138 n/a 

Vacancy time (average 
completed in days) 

2021 93 74 109 n/a 

Table 6: Bottleneck jobs analysis in the logistics sector in Germany, created by author based on source [12].  
* A number of job seekers for 100 vacancies. The value of 200 is considered the threshold above which a shortage of skilled 
workers can be assumed 

With on avg. 141 job seekers for every 100 vacancies for the group of skilled labor force, the category “Freight 
forwarding and logistics” is at the negative end of the scale. There are no shortages reported for specialists and 
managerial positions.  

 
Figure 11: Unemployment-job ratio for “Freight forwarding and logistics” occupational category, created by author based on 
source [12]. 

According to the KldB 2010 of the Federal Employment Agency the following professions are under the 
occupational category “Freight forwarding and logistics” for the group of skilled labor [12]:  

• Dispatcher in freight traffic (m/f) (Disponent/in – Frachtverkehr)  
• Freight forwarder (m/f) (Expedient/in) 
• Freight forwarding and logistics services clerk (m/f)  (Kaufmann/-frau –Spedition und 

Logistikdienstleistung) 
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• Logistics assistant (m/f) (Logistikassistent/in) 
• Customs clearance agent (m/f) (Zolldeklarant/in)  

In the category “Road and rail transport” there were on avg. 138 jobs seekers for every 100 vacancies. There are 
no shortages reported for specialists and managerial positions.  

 
Figure 12: Unemployment-job ratio for “Road and rail transport” occupational category, created by author based on source 
[12]. 

According to the KldB 2010 of the Federal Employment Agency the following professions are under the 
occupational category “Road and rail transport”  for the group of skilled labor [12]:  

• Dispatcher freight transport (m/f) (Disponent/in – Güterverkehr) 
• Railway and road traffic clerk (m/f) (Kaufmann/-frau – Eisenbahn- und Straßenverkehr) 

According to the BVL survey on “Shortage of skilled workers in logistics” (2017), 90 percent of surveyed companies 
rated the shortage of skilled workers as noticeable to very noticeable [13].  

Labor shortages have been reported in the areas of IT (47%), drivers (46%), disposition (41%) and warehouse 
(38%). The most requested specialists have been reported those with a commercial or technical vocational 
training (reported by 76 % of the surveyed companies). 24 % of the surveyed companies reported the need of 
specialists with a university degree.  

Spain 
The survey conducted by Foro de Logistica (Logistics Forum) [7] identified five most demanded professions in 
different logistics activities and transportation in Spain in 2019 (see Figure 13): E-commerce Manager, Sales and 
Marketing Employee, Project Engineer, Warehouse Operator and Driver. Logistics and Freight Forwarder as well 
as Custom Agent were also under the most demanded occupations. 

In 2020 the trend of previous years is maintained. The occupations more difficult to fill in: Driver, Operations 
Managers and Traffic Chiefs, Project and Methods Engineer, Responsible for Digital Transformation, Systems 
Analyst.  

Customs agent as well as logistics and freight forwarder are also under the most demanded occupations.  
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Figure 13: Most demanded logistics occupations in Spain in 2019, created by author based on source [7]. 

Logistics sector in Spain is male dominated in the age range 36-55. This is the case for employment and 
unemployment. When it comes to employability, almost 50% in the sector are hired with a degree in vocational 
training followed by university graduates [7]. 

 

Concluding remarks of section 3.1 

In three partner countries bottleneck professions have been identified along the whole skills spectrum, including 
high skilled occupations, such as logistics and warehouse manager, and lower skills occupations, such as truck 
drivers. Based on the analysis results from three partner countries, there have been three common bottleneck 
professions identified:  

➢ Dispatcher freight transport 
➢ Freight forwarder  
➢ Customs clearance agent 

Logistics sector is male dominated in the age range 25-59. In regards to a level of study, in Spain and Germany 
mostly requested are logistics professionals with vocational educational training. In Belgium (Flanders), three 
main requirements have been reported for the three bottleneck professions: academic degree of professional 
bachelor, 2-year experience and foreign language knowledge. 
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3.2. Definition of Qualifications for Bottleneck Professions  
Based on the analysis results on workforce situation in section 3.1, this section focuses on the definition of 
educational and professional qualifications for the three bottleneck professions in each partner country.  

● A professional qualification describes the knowledge and skills an individual needs to exercise a 
profession. A recognised professional qualification is registered in the qualifications database [14]. 

● An educational qualification describes the knowledge and skills an individual needs to start further 
education, to participate in society or to exercise a profession [14]. 

A comparison of professional and educational qualifications of different transport and logistics occupational 
categories in Belgium (Flanders), Germany and Spain can be found in Annex I, whereas Table 7 presents a 
summary of qualifications for the three bottleneck professions in partner countries.  

The profession of a freight forwarder is recognized as the official training occupation in all three partner countries 
and is allocated to EQF Level 3 or EQF Level 4.  

In Flanders there are two professional qualifications allocated to the freight forwarder profession: (Inter)national 
freight transport employee which is allocated to EQF Level 3 and (Inter)national freight transport assistant which 
is allocated to EQF Level 4. A detailed description of both qualifications in regards of competencies, knowledge 
and skills can be found in the Annex II (Flanders).  

In Germany a freight forwarder occupation is trained at EQF Level 4 within a 3-year and 3½-year training period 
[17]. In Spain the occupation is allocated to EQF Level 3. The profiles for Germany and Spain are attached in the 
Annex II.  

In regards to the customs clearance occupation, there are some differences among the three partner countries. In 
Belgium (Flanders) there are two professional qualifications allocated to the customs clearance profession: 
Customs clearance assistant which is allocated to EQF Level 4 and Customs clearance agent which is allocated 
to EQF Level 5. A detailed description of both qualifications in regards of competencies, knowledge and skills can 
be found in the Annex III (Flanders).  

In Spain the customs clearance occupation is allocated to EQF Level 5. A description of the profile is attached in 
the Annex III (Spain).  

In Germany the customs clearance occupation is not recognized by the Federal Institute for Vocational Education 
and Training (BIBB) as the official training occupation. It is, however, classified as a profession by the Federal 
Employment Agency under the category “Freight forwarding and logistics”. There are certain recognized training 
courses that particularly well suit to get started in the customs: Freight forwarding and logistics services clerk; 
Courier, express and postal services clerk. However, to become a specialist in this field, special training courses 
for customs declarants have to be completed. The customs clearance profession can be acquired through further 
educational training or certificate programs. In Germany special certificate programs and courses for different job 
profiles of customs clearance are offered by regional chambers of industry and commerce (IHKs) [18] and trained 
directly in companies.   

The profession of a dispatcher in freight transport is recognized as the official training occupation in Belgium and 
Spain and trained at EQF Level 5 in both countries. A description of the profile is attached in the Annex IVAnnex 
III for Flanders and Spain.  
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In Germany a transportation dispatcher’s occupation is not recognized by the Federal Institute for Vocational 
Education and Training (BIBB) as the official training occupation. The Federal Employment Agency classifies 
transportation dispatchers under the occupational category “Road and rail transport”. As similar to the customs 
clearance occupation, special training courses have to be completed in order to get a specialization in the 
transport disposition area. There is a number of providers of dispatcher training. The best known include DEKRA, 
TÜV and the IHK [19]. 

Bottleneck 
profession 

Belgium Germany Spain 
Professional 
Qualification 
 

Educational 
Qualification 

Professional 
Qualification 

Educational 
Qualification 

Professional 
Qualification 

Educational 
Qualification 

Freight 
forwarder 

(Inter)national 
freight 
transport 
employee  

ISCED 3 n/a n/a Freight 
forwarder 

ISCED 3 

(Inter)national 
freight 
transport 
assistant  

ISCED 4 Freight 
forwarding 
and logistics 
services 
clerk 

ISCED 4 n/a n/a 

Customs 
clearance 
agent 
 

Customs 
clearance 
assistant 
 

ISCED 4 Customs 
declarant* 
 

n/a n/a n/a 

Customs 
clearance 
agent 

ISCED 5 n/a n/a Customs 
clearance 
agent 

ISCED 5 

Dispatcher 
freight 
transport 

Dispatcher 
freight 
transport  

ISCED 5 Dispatcher 
freight 
transport* 
 

n/a Route 
manager 

ISCED 5 

Table 7: Comparison of professional and educational qualifications for bottleneck professions in Belgium (Flanders), 
Germany and Spain, created by author based on source [14],[15][16]. 
*Not recognized by the Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training (BIBB) as an official training occupation, but 
classified as a profession by the Federal Employment Agency. 
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3.3. Definition of Skills Needs in the Labour Market 
In today’s dynamic labour market, understanding employers’ requirements is crucial for training providers to adapt 
curricula and training programmes so that they provide the knowledge and skills the labour market demands 
(CEDEFOP).  

For the purpose of the LOGIPRO project, job vacancy analysis was chosen with a purpose to identify educational 
and professional requirements as well as frequency of key skills and knowledge in the labour market for the three 
bottleneck professions in partner countries – Belgium, Germany, Spain.  

10 online job postings were analysed for each bottleneck profession between March and June 2022 in three 
partner countries.  

Belgium 

Fr
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Knowledge and other requirements 
• Knowledge of foreign languages (English) 
• Organisation of a transportation service 
• Knowledge of transportation billing 
• Knowledge of rate lists for the sale and/or purchase of a 

transportation service according to operational or financial 
criteria 

• Knowledge of standard MS Office programs  
• Knowledge of local and international carriers and routes 

 
Key soft skills 
• Customer orientation 
• Communication 
• Problem solving 
• Teamwork 
• Resilience 

Typical academic requirements 
Professional (directed) bachelor's 
degree (PBA) 
(EQF Level 6) 
 
Typical experience requirements 
Preferably have some initial work 
experience, preferably as a junior 
freight forwarder 
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Knowledge and other requirements 
• Customs regulations and legislation 
• Knowledge of business languages (Dutch, English, French) 
• Customs declarations 
• Transport documents of goods 
• Knowledge of how to complete the administrative 

formalities for a transport service (transport document), Air 
Waybill (air transport), Bill of Lading (B/L) (maritime 
transport), CMR (road transport), CIM (rail transport, ...) 

• Knowledge of different systems (PLDA, NCTS, EMCS) 
• Knowledge of MS Office programs  
 
Key soft skills 
• Customer orientation 
• Communication 
• Efficiency and accuracy 
• Teamwork 

Typical academic requirements 
Bachelor of Logistics Management 
(EQF Level 6) 
 
Typical experience requirements 
Professional experience in the field 
of customs declarations 
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Knowledge and other requirements 
• Knowledge of business languages (Dutch, English, French) 
• Organization of the national and international transport 

chain 
• All relevant documents (discharge and loading lists, 

waybills, export documents, ADR goods, etc.) 
• Regulations for freight transport and road transport 
• Rate calculation 
• Navigation equipment (route planner, GPS, VHF, radar, 

road maps, ...) 
• Loading requirements  

 
Key soft skills 
• Teamwork 
• Resilience 
• Communication 
• Independence 
• Efficiency and accuracy 

Typical academic requirements 
Bachelor in a logistics field or 
equivalent through experience 
(EQF Level 6) 
 
Typical experience requirements 
Relevant work experience in 
logistics or supply chain is a plus 

Table 8: Job vacancy analysis for the three bottleneck professions in Belgium, created by author.  

The analysis of the online job postings from logistics companies in Belgium revealed that there are high 
requirements to enter the labour market of the three bottleneck professions. As the Table 8 shows, a typical 
education requirement for all three bottleneck professions is a bachelor degree. Relevant work experience in 
logistics field is a plus for a freight forwarder and a transport dispatcher positions, but a must in case of customs 
clearance position.  
 
Germany  
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Knowledge and other requirements 
• Knowledge of standard MS Office programs: Excel, Word 
• Good knowledge of written and spoken English 
• Microsoft Office Suite and other spreadsheet applications 
• ERP, SAP, TMS knowledge desirable 
• Knowledge of state, federal, and international applicable 

laws and regulations i.e. customs 
• Cargo Declarations, Shipping instructions, B/L 

 
Key soft skills 
• Teamwork 
• Communication and organizational skills  
• Flexibility 
• Customer orientation 
• Independence 

Typical academic requirements 
Vocational training as a clerk for 
forwarding and logistics services  
(EQF Level 4) 
 
Typical experience requirements 
Preferably first professional 
experience in a comparable position 
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Knowledge and other requirements 
• Advanced knowledge of MS Office programs: Excel, Word 
• Good knowledge of written and spoken English 
• Knowledge of customs software: ATLAS, ZODIAK 
• Data affinity 
• Knowledge of customs law and tariffs 
• Knowledge of the different customs documents 
 
Key soft skills 
• Teamwork 
• Communication 
• Organizational talent 
• Customer orientation 

Typical academic requirements 
Commercial vocational training in 
the field of forwarding and logistics 
services or certification as a 
customs declarant 
(EQF Level 4) 
 
Typical experience requirements 
Professional experience in the field 
of customs declarations 
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Knowledge and other requirements 
• Knowledge of standard MS Office programs: Excel, Word 
• Good knowledge of written and spoken English 
• Knowledge of transport management software: ERP, SAP 
• Route planning technique 

 
Key soft skills 
• Teamwork 
• Customer orientation 
• Resilience 
• Communication 
• Assertiveness 

Typical academic requirements 
Vocational training as a clerk for 
forwarding and logistics services  
(EQF Level 4) 
 
Typical experience requirements 
Relevant work experience 
advantageous 
 
 

Table 9: Job vacancy analysis for the three bottleneck professions in Germany, created by author.  

The analysis of the job postings in the German labour market showed that requirements in regards of education 
are lower than in Belgium.  As the Table 9 shows, the EQF Level 4 is required a typical educational background 
for all three bottleneck professions. Experience requirements are similar to Belgium, meaning that relevant work 
experience is advantageous for freight forwarder and transport dispatcher positions, but a must for customs 
clearance position.  
 
Spain 
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Knowledge and other requirements 
• Knowledge of standard MS Office programs 
• Knowledge of foreign languages: French, English, German 
• SAP 
 
Key soft skills 
• Communication 
• Organizational talent 
• Problem solving 
• Teamwork 
• Independence 

Typical academic requirements 
Higher level training cycle (CFGS) 
(EQF Level 4) 
 
Typical experience requirements 
1 to 4 years’ work experience 
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Knowledge and other requirements 
• Customs regulations and legislation 
• Knowledge of business languages (Dutch, English, French) 
• Customs declarations 
• Administrative formalities for a transport service (transport 

document), Air Waybill (air transport), B/L (maritime 
transport), CMR (road transport), CIM (rail transport, ...) 

• INCOTERMS knowledge 
• Knowledge of standard MS Office programs 
• Processing the invoicing 
 
Key soft skills 
• Communication 
• Organizational talent 
• Customer orientation 
• Independence 
• Problem solving 
• Teamwork 

Typical academic requirements 
Higher level training cycle (CFGS) 
in transport and logistics or 
international trade 
(EQF Level 4) 
 
Typical experience requirements 
2 to 3 years’ work experience 
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Knowledge and other requirements 
• Document management 
• Knowledge of standard MS Office programs 
• Knowledge of foreign languages: English, French, Polish 
• Customs tariff  
• Customs law 
• INCOTERMS knowledge 

 
Key soft skills 
• Communication 
• Independence 
• Organizational talent 
• Problem solving 
• Flexibility 
• Customer orientation 

Typical academic requirements 
Higher level training cycle (CFGS) 
in transport and logistics  
(EQF Level 4) 
 
Typical experience requirements 
Work experience is a must. Range 
is from 1 to 5 years’ of work 
experience  
 

Table 10: Job vacancy analysis for the three bottleneck professions in Spain, created by author. 

Based on the analysis of the online logistics job postings in Spain which is summarized in the Table 10, it can be 
seen that there are higher requirements to enter the labour market of the three bottleneck professions rather in 
regards to experience than an academic degree. Work experience has been recorded as a must in the majority of 
job postings for all three bottleneck professions.  
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In order to identify the common skill (Table 11) and knowledge requirement (Table 12) for the three bottleneck 
professions, results of the online logistics job postings in three partner countries were compared.  

Freight Forwarder Customs Clearance Agent Dispatcher Freight Transport 
• Teamwork 
• Communication and 

organizational skills  
• Problem solving  
• Customer orientation 
• Independence 
• Flexibility 
• Resilience 
 

• Teamwork 
• Customer orientation 
• Resilience 
• Communication 
• Independence  
• Problem solving 
• Efficiency and accuracy 

• Teamwork 
• Communication 
• Organizational talent 
• Customer orientation 
• Problem solving 
• Flexibility 
• Resilience 
• Efficiency and accuracy 

 Table 11: Insights on key skill requirements for the three bottleneck professions in partner countries, created by author. 
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• Knowledge of MS Office programs  
• Knowledge of foreign languages: English, German, French 
• Knowledge of systems and software: SAP, ERP, TMS 
• Knowledge of transportation billing  
• Knowledge of state, federal, and international applicable laws and regulations 
• Knowledge of rate lists for the sale and/or purchase of a transportation service 
• Organisation of a transportation service 
• Knowledge of local and international carriers and routes 
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• Knowledge of MS Office programs  
• Knowledge of foreign languages: English, French 
• Knowledge of systems and software: ATLAS, ZODIAK, PLDA, NCTS, EMCS 
• Knowledge of INCOTERMS 
• Knowledge of customs law and regulations 
• Knowledge of the different customs documents 
• Knowledge of administrative formalities for a transport service 
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• Knowledge of MS Office programs  
• Knowledge of foreign languages: English, French 
• Knowledge of transport management software: ERP, SAP 
• Knowledge of route planning techniques and equipment  
• Knowledge of regulations for freight transport and road transport 
• Knowledge of relevant documents (discharge and loading lists, export documents, etc.) 
• Knowledge of rate calculation 

Table 12: Insights on knowledge requirements for the three bottleneck professions in partner countries, created by author. 
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4. Main Offerings and Training Characteristics in Partner Countries 
This section is dedicated to the introduction of the main offerings and training characteristics of the logistics 
context in partner countries and specifically in the local contexts partners operate: training opportunities, guidance 
programmes, employability opportunities and transition to logistics employment interventions offered by schools. 

 
HOWEST - UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT (SCM)  
EQF LEVEL 6, 3 YEARS  
 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS  
A secondary education diploma. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
After obtaining the Bachelor's degree in Business Management (BM), specialization Supply Chain Management, 
the students achieve the following learning objectives in accordance with the requirements of the Flemish Ministry 
of Education. These learning objectives are identical for all of Flanders in all universities of applied sciences. 
• BM knowledge of the "future-proof" processes 
• BM skills to achieve strategic objectives 
• BM skills to optimize processes 
• Internal and external BM networker 
• BM ICT skills 
• BM data skills, reporting and research institution 
• BM Language Skills 
• BM team Skills 
• BM ethics, deontology, corporate social responsibility, self-reflection 
• BM International Lifelong Learning 
GUIDANCE AND TRANSITION TO TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS EMPLOYMENT 
→ INTERNSHIPS 
HOWEST SCM program includes mandatory internships in different periods, spread over two years, within one 
company. The new method of “HOWEST Logistics Management in-placement jobs” was launched in 2016. 
This was at the request of companies that do not find short internships profitable and of students who could not 
learn enough during short internships. This way of working provides added value for all parties. 
How it works ?  
At the beginning of the academic year, the 2nd year student SCM contacts a company for an internship for three 
internship periods (spread over two years) and for his/her Bachelor's thesis (BAP). 
1. Beginning of May to end of June (30 working days): the “small internship”. 
2. End of September until end of December (1 day a week): the “bridge internship”. In this way the student does 
not lose touch with his internship company. He can also start his BAP test. 
3. Mid-February of the following year to the end of May of the following year (65 working days): the “big internship” 
+ end the Bachelor's thesis.  
By staying in the same internship for two years, the student can specialize more deeply in the company. In practice 
this can also be done in different departments within a company. 
→ CONNECTION WITH REAL COMPANIES THROUGH INTERNSHIPS 
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Unique relationships with mentor companies through the long (two years) internships. This is also the ideal 
recruitment channel for many companies.  
A selection of internship companies: 
WWL Zeebrugge, Verhelst  Oostende, X2O Gent, Belfruco Sea Inves Zeebrugge, Hopp Zeebrugge, FRS 
Zeebrugge, Volvo Gent, Transport Gheeraert Loppem, Alpro Wevelgem, Caterpillar Grimbergen, Mainfreight 
Oostende, Daikin Oostende, Cldn Zeebrugge, UpFresh Oostende, CLDN Zeebrugge, AZ Delta Roeselare, 
Vandemoortele Izegem, Transport Denecker / Mattheeuws Veurne, WalleniusWL  Zeebrugge, North Sea Express 
Zeebrugge, Transwes, Oostkamp, HUKTRA  Zeebrugge, Ocean Gate Logistics Zeebrugge, CNH Zeebrugge, 
COOL solutions  Oostende, P&O Ferrymasters Zeebrugge, Middlegate Zeebrugge, Stadsbader Harelbeke. 
→ STUDY TRIPS 
Every year, the first, second and third year students take an international study trip (Netherlands, Poland, France, 
Germany). 
→ COMPANY VISITS  
Company visits are planned in a number of modules. In logistics there is a special module "port logistics 
Zeebrugge" where third-year students visit 7 companies in the port of Zeebrugge and make a case/report about 
that. 
ATTAINABLE CAREER GOALS 
Students from the Supply Chain Management often ended up in or around the port of Zeebrugge as forwarding 
agent, shipping agent, inside sales representative, customs declarant, terminal planner or transport planner. 
Storage and production companies, traders, expertise offices, transport insurers, banks and consultants are also 
looking for Supply Chain Management graduates. 
Analytical students often find what they are looking for in supply chain management, as a warehouse team leader 
or warehouse supervisor. A number of them resolutely opt for the logistics Engineering position. 
There are also students who use this bachelor's degree as a maturity curve in their career and then successfully 
complete a master's degree. Usually it is economics master or a master specific in SCM (Maritime Master in 
Antwerp/ an SCM master in Rotterdam). 
At Howest, the average outflow for the last seven years 2016-2022 has been a potential average employment rate 
of 86%: 74% of bachelor SCM students stay on an internship, 5% of students change because of another job offer,  
16% continue their studies (of which 12% stay working after their internship), 4% looking for a job. 
 
 
HOWEST - UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES 
GRADUATE TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS - EQF LEVEL 5, 2 YEARS 
 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS  
A secondary education diploma. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
In the first year all students receive a basic of all 3 functions (planning/dispatch, warehouse and customs). In the 
second year they choose one specialization.  
The goal is to prepare the students for the chosen work area through a workplace learning which is a combination 
of lessons at school and internship  
1st year – different modules  
• Companies and their Supply Chain 
• Logistics sector and Transport Modes 
• Communication and Languages 1 

https://app.howest.be/bamaflex/ectssearch.aspx
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• Introduction Road Transport 
• Introduction Warehouse Management 
• Introduction Customs 
• Basic ICT-skills 
• Marketing and E-commerce 
• Supply Chain Advanced and ERP 
• Communication and Languages 2 
• Safety and Quality 
• Working with Projects 
• Internship 1 
2nd year- specialization 
Based on interests or future plans, students choose one of the three majors:  
• Dispatcher Road Transport 
• Customs Declarant  
• Warehouse Management 
 GUIDANCE AND TRANSITION TO TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS EMPLOYMENT 
→ INTERNSHIPS 
HOWEST Transport and Logistics program includes mandatory internships in different periods, spread over two 
years, within one company. In total 125 days over 2 years.  
The first year, semester 1, students start to look for a company where they can do an internship for 2 years. The 
lecturers provide some company names, but it is very important that students make their own choice and have a 
proper interview with HR or the logistics manager of the company.  
How it works ?  
Year 1 - Internship 1: 20 days (May – June) 
Introduction to the company, understanding a small part of the flow, limited range of tasks, working in different 
departments 
Year 2 - Internship 2: 35 days (3 days a week from September – December) 
Monday and Tuesday: lessons on campus 
Wednesday till Friday: students will work in the same company of Internship 1 
Work based on a specialization chosen: wider range of tasks in 1 or 2 departments, working on certain task 
independently / understanding more parts of the business flow. 
Year 2 - Internship 3: 70 days (Feb – May/June) 
Follow-up on internship 2, students have to be able to work on certain tasks completely independently. 
Operational participation with the same organization of Internship 1 and 2, within the chosen specialization 
(customs / road transport planning / warehouse management). 
→ CONNECTION WITH REAL COMPANIES THROUGH INTERNSHIPS 
Promeco Kortrijk (Bellegem), Upfresh Oostende, Mattheeuws Transport Veurne, Cebeo Kortrijk, DFDS Brugge, 
De Rocker Zele, Dematra Deinze, ECS Zeebrugge, Katoennatie Gent, DSV Zaventem, Huktra Zeebrugge, FRS 
Zeebrugge, Minerva Ieper, Meat & More Aalter, Barco Kortrijk, Frictionless Customs Oostende, ICO Zeebrugge, 
P&O Ferries Zeebrugge, Huktra Zeebrugge, DB Schenker Zwevegem, Alstom Brugge, Mowi Brugge 
→ INFO DAYS  
Infodays at Howest: 12/03/22, 7/05/22, 25/06/22, 27/08/22 & 9/09/22 
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Current students supporting HOWEST team in explaining the Howest working structure (f. ex. the program, the 
restaurant, the different locations, which lecturers…) and also giving a student and his/her parents a tour on 
campus. 
→ PROEFSTUDEREN (TRIAL STUDY) 
Students from secondary school (high school) are welcome to join and follow a lesson(s) at campus organized in 
the spring holiday – 1 week. 
→ GUEST LECTURER 
Guest speakers share real-world experiences, whether personal or professional, which helps students make a 
connection between what they are learning and the real world. 
For example: Lineas (freight trains), FOD Financien Douane & Accijnzen (customs), Dispatcher/planner ECS 
ATTAINABLE CAREER GOALS 
The Transport and Logistics course prepares for three specific profiles: Dispatcher Road Transport, Warehouse 
Manager and Customs Declarant.  
As an immediately deployable professional, there is a good chance that a student can get started right away. The 
number of vacancies for these three shortage occupations has only increased in recent years. 
Employment possibilities in the areas of logistics service providers, retailers, port companies or production 
companies.  
 
 
 
SINT-JOZEF SINT-PIETER - SECONDARY SCHOOL 
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT AND FREIGHT FORWARDING - EQF LEVEL 4, 1 YEAR 
 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS  
A secondary education diploma. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
The transport management assistant (TMA) training is a one-year course that prepares students for an 
administrative job in one of the many transport-related companies in the area of Zeebrugge or Ostend or at the 
airport of Ostend. 
Monday-Thursday are dedicated to lessons 
Friday - to excursions, port visits, guest lectures and project work. 
Subjects  
• Dutch  
• French  
• English  
• German  
• Economy and Society 
• Transport Economics  
• Economic Geography  
• Internship 
GUIDANCE AND TRANSITION TO TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS EMPLOYMENT 
→ INTERNSHIPS 
The TMA training includes the 7-week internship over two periods (4 + 3 weeks) in a company that focuses on 
forwarding, transport, arranging customs formalities, warehousing or an international company. The internship 
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places are determined in consultation with the internship supervisor. This takes into account the profile and 
interests of the student, but also the place of residence and accessibility. 
→ CONNECTION WITH REAL COMPANIES THROUGH INTERNSHIPS 
The internship companies are located in the region (Zeebrugge- Brugge- Oostende).  
Companies in recent years: 
ICO, Cilogis, CSP, P&O Ferries, Acutra, Middlegate, ECS/2XL, WWL, CLdN, DFDS Logistics, Donaldson, Eagle, 
NSE, CRo, Cool Solutions, Verhelst Logistics, Airport Ostend (Aviapartner). 
→ PORT AND COMPANY VISITS 
During the school year, all Flemish seaports (Zeebrugge, Antwerp, Ghent, Ostend) and the port of Rotterdam are 
visited.  
In addition to the port visits, regular company visits are arranged. 
ICO, P&O Ferries, WWL, Port Connect, Cosco Shipping Port, Oesterbank, distributions center Colruyt, 
Customs Zeebrugge, port of Zeebrugge, port of Ostend, port of Antwerp – Portopolis, North Sea Port, port of 
Rotterdam (the Netherlands).   
→ CASE STUDIES 
Certain parts of the subject are presented in the form of case studies. 
→ LOGISTICS GAMES 
Some logistics games are included in the learning process: TLT International.  
• Practice-oriented through more than 250 multiple choice questions 
• Themes: means of transport and goods, documents, regulations & customs, jargon, professions, ... 
• Handbook: 'Introduction to International Trade & Logistics' 
• Extra floor: 6 logistics scenarios 
• Teaching professional skills: working together - critical thinking - respecting deadlines - working accurately 
ATTAINABLE CAREER GOALS  
Connection with internship companies ensures that the TMA students have a smooth transition to the world of 
work. During the period 2007-2021 each year on average 4 students stayed in the company after their internship. 
CHZ, Cilogis, CLdN, Cool Solutions, CSP, DFDS, ECS, Hoppe, Huktra , ICO, Jan Dupont, Middlegate, NSE 
P&O Ferries, Toyota , Tropicana, WWL.  
Employment possibilities in the areas of forwarding offices, shipping companies, freight handlers, but also trading 
firms and production companies. 
 
 
INSTITUT EL CALAMOT 
TECHNICIAN OR HIGHER TECHNICIAN IN TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS – HIGHER DEGREE TRAINING 
CYCLE, 2 YEARS 
 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS  
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
• Transport and Logistics Marketing 
• Administrative Management of Transport and Logistics 
• Administrative Management of International Trade 
• Economic and Financial Management of the Company 
• Warehousing Logistics 
• Supply Logistics 
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• Freight Transport Organization 
• Passenger Transport Organization 
• International Transport of Goods 
• Organization of other Transport Services 
• English 
• Second Foreign Language 
• Training and guidance 
• Transport and Logistics Project 
GUIDANCE AND TRANSITION TO TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS EMPLOYMENT 
→ DUAL TRAINING  
Collaboration with companies in offering the dual training in Trade and Marketing program.  
ATTAINABLE CAREER GOALS 
• Head of traffic of road passenger transport companies 
• Head of operations 
• Manager of the transport company 
• Road passenger transport inspector 
• Road transport manager 
• Commercial road transport services 
• Transport or freight agent 
• Transport operator 
• Freight forwarder or freight forwarder 
• Logistics operator 
• Head of warehouse 
• Technician or technician in transport logistics or reverse logistics 
• Logistics coordinator 
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5. Good Practices in Logistics Training and Competence Development  
Good practices provide the building blocks for training. Good practices motivate, engage and drive trainees to 
learn and achieve. This section presents examples of good practices in logistics training and competence 
development in partner countries. 

 
 

TLHUB business case competition  
→ https://www.tl-hub.be/nl/news/howest-wint-de-tl-hub-business-game-2018  
The Business Competition is a great opportunity to meet all Belgian students who are following a course linked 
to logistics/supply chain. The competition is a great opportunity for students to apply the knowledge and skills 
they have acquired in SCM program. The 3rd year students of Howest SCM program have always reached and 
won the finals in the last 6 years.  

 

 
 

Dualogistics + : Dual learning in (logistics) bottleneck professions in collaboration with project partners 
from various sectors (Syntra West, Portilog, Voka West-Vlaanderen, APZI and LOGOS)  
→ https://esf-vlaanderen.be/nl/projectenkaart/dualogistiek  
Benefits for students 
Ensure specialization in the relevant field, which leads to maximum opportunities for a student’s recruitment.  
Benefits for companies 
Ideal recruitment channel for talent acquisition for bottleneck professions.  
Benefits for educational institution  
Long term cooperation, consulting & guidelines from real business  

 

 
 

Learning outside the school  
Including engaging learning activities such as company visits, logistics games, case studies, guest speakers. 
TLT international: learning game about international trade and logistics 
Case studies on Incoterms 
Port visits: all Flemish seaports (Zeebrugge, Antwerp, Ghent, Ostend) and the port of Rotterdam are visited. 

 

 
 

Job board for Trade & Marketing graduates 
https://ieselcalamot.com/serveis-empreses/borsa-treball/  
The job board is the place where students, alumni and companies related to our educational sectors, have a 
meeting point to meet their productive and / or professional needs. 

 

  

INSTITUT EL CALAMOT 

HOWEST 

HOWEST 

SINT-JOZEF SINT-PIETER 

https://www.tl-hub.be/nl/news/howest-wint-de-tl-hub-business-game-2018
https://esf-vlaanderen.be/nl/projectenkaart/dualogistiek
https://ieselcalamot.com/serveis-empreses/borsa-treball/
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6. Recommendations for Logistics Training in a Practice Enterprise 
According to the analysis among partners and benchmarking of good practices, this chapter defines 
recommendations and indications useful for the development of the logistics learning approach based on Practice 
Enterprise methodology for partner countries. 

Organizing Logistics Training Content 

• Clear Requirements: Effective training process where trainers design job-related training opportunities that 
allow trainees to participate in inspiring activities in which they understand that learning is a process and 
mistakes are a natural part of the training. 

• Well-rounded program: A comprehensive training program emphasizes the competencies that trainees need 
to gain and needed to perform their future job. A well-rounded program is based on feedback from a variety 
of stakeholders. It integrates real-life experiences into the training activities. 

• Up-to-date content: Uses real-world data from the logistics sector, observations of training from other sectors, 
day-to-day tasks of current logistics profiles to reflect on and improve training to engage in hands-on practical 
experiences, analysis and make meaningful connections to real-world logistics profiles. Continuous trainers 
training to maintain up-to-date training content. 

• Real-world connection: Activities linked to research and requirements from the real world of work so trainees 
can connect their theories and competences with practice. The importance of networking with real-world 
companies from the logistics field makes the trainees better learners and gives them the tools needed to offer 
a real-world work environment. 

• Hybrid approaches for holistic talent development: including inclusive and engaging training activities such 
as company visits, competitions, case studies, guest lecturers, etc.  

• Continuous improvement: Allowing trainees to analyse their experiences, challenge training methods and 
activities and develop new practices and opinions. Training is more effective when experiences and 
knowledge are documented and built on. Evaluation, reflection, and feedback are integral parts of the training 
process. 

 
Logistics Training Delivery 
 
• Relevant Training: Designing and training an engaging, relevant and inclusive logistics program. A 

connection between the program content and what’s being trained to existing logistics workers. Trainers must 
follow trainings to keep the proposed program at its best.  

• Knowledgeable Trainers: Well prepared activities, using effective and up-to-date tools and technology to 
deliver logistics training content and continually improve training methods and activities based on trainees’ 
feedback. 

• Effective training: Introducing varied training activities and modes of training can enhance the trainees 
learning experience. 

• Self-assessment of training outcomes: Trainees are encouraged to take responsibility for their own learning, 
so that they are more likely to develop critical thinking skills such as analysis and evaluation. 

• Realistic pedagogical environment: Ensure the appropriate use of the physical environment and appropriate 
technologies that are used in the real world of logistics increases the training experience and motivation of 
the trainees. Training environment should be directly related to the logistics sector contexts. 
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Case Studies 

Case studies take practical training one step further. Have the trainees analyse a case about a logistics company 
dealing with a specific problem, such as production backlogs or poor distribution networks. Have the trainees 
analyse the situation and give their own recommendations in a report or presentation. Case studies can be based 
on real-life cases to make the situations as relevant as possible. 

Simulations 

Simulations allow trainees to get a sense of how their actions influence logistics. This allows trainees to see how 
their actions can cause or resolve problems such as inventory shortages and logistics industrial actions. 
Simulations allow trainees to make mistakes to see the outcomes of their actions before they make them on the 
job. 

Online Training  

Online training can be followed and monitored. It gives the opportunity to customise training and create 
individualized learning pathways depending on competences, capacities and future job responsibilities. Online 
training is often part of the onboarding process and part of our ongoing training strategy for logistics companies. 
Online training can be especially relevant for training of new logistics technologies. 

Inclusive and Engaging Training 

Practical logistics training experiences need to match the learning style of the trainee. It’s essential to implement 
training activities and strategies that are inclusive and engaging (company visits, competitions, case studies, 
guest lecturers, etc.). This provides a better Practice Enterprise experience and ensures training success. 

Job-Pairing Training 

Pair less-experienced logistics trainees with experienced trainees who have been at the Practice Enterprise for a 
longer period and can mentor them. The mentor should allow the trainee to do their job and to make their own 
decisions, but should offer constructive criticism and feedback.  

Stakeholders in Training and Skills Development  

• Development of collaboration and knowledge exchange practices between educational institutions, 
governments, businesses and industry associations 

• Development of a training programme based on skills and knowledge areas required in the labour market  
• Integration of the knowledge and skills that are considered as crucial for “future proof” logistics professionals 

is crucial as the logistics sector continues to transform 

Promoting Logistics Training Program  

Young people and their parents have not enough information about the logistics sector and career opportunities 
after logistics education (logistics is more than a truckdriver). There should be a strategy of how to make young 
people aware of the career possibilities in the logistics sector and get them interested in logistics training in a 
Practice Enterprise.  
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Annex I: Comparison of transport and logistics professional and educational 
qualifications in Belgium (Flanders), Germany and Spain 

Category  Belgium Germany Spain 
Professional 
Qualification 

Educational 
Qualification 

Professional 
Qualification 

Educational 
Qualification 

Professional 
Qualification 

Educational 
Qualification 

Planner 
 

Passenger 
transport 

ISCED 5 Passenger 
transport and 
mobility 

ISCED 6 Passenger 
transport 
 

ISCED 5 

Freight 
forwarder 

(Inter)national 
freight transport 
employee  

ISCED 3 n/a n/a Freight 
forwarder 

ISCED 3 

(Inter)national 
freight transport 
assistant  

ISCED 4 Freight 
forwarding 
and logistics 
services clerk 

ISCED 4 n/a n/a 

Customs  
 

Customs 
clearance 
assistant 

ISCED 4 Customs 
declarant* 

ISCED 4  n/a   n/a 

Customs 
clearance agent 

ISCED 5 n/a n/a Customs 
clearance 
agent 

ISCED 5 

Dispatcher  

Dispatcher 
freight transport  

ISCED 5 Dispatcher 
freight 
transport* 

ISCED 4  Route 
manager 

ISCED 5 

Terminal 
(planner) 

ISCED 5 n/a n/a Terminal 
Planner 
Container 
goods 
technician 

ISCED 5 

Rail transport 
 

ISCED 5 Rail and road 
forwarding 
clerk (m/f) 

ISCED 4 n/a n/a 

Air freight (load 
controller)  

ISCED 5 Air traffic 
management 
assistant 

ISCED 4 Terminal duty 
manager 
Air freight 
(load 
controller) 

ISCED 5 

Passenger 
transport 

ISCED 5 n/a n/a Passenger 
transport 

ISCED 5 

Warehousing 

Logistics 
manager 

ISCED 5 n/a n/a Logistics 
manager 
 
Purchasing 
Manager 

ISCED 5 

Logistics 
assistant 

ISCED 4 Warehouse 
logistics 
operator 

ISCED 4 Logistics 
assistant 

ISCED 4 

n/a n/a Warehouse 
operator 

ISCED 3 n/a n/a 

  

https://app.akov.be/pls/pakov/f?p=VLAAMSE_KWALIFICATIESTRUCTUUR:BEROEPSKWALIFICATIE::::1020:P1020_BK_DOSSIER_ID:1181
https://app.akov.be/pls/pakov/f?p=VLAAMSE_KWALIFICATIESTRUCTUUR:BEROEPSKWALIFICATIE::::1020:P1020_BK_DOSSIER_ID:1181
https://www.dqr.de/dqr/shareddocs/qualifikationen/de/Fachwirt-Gepruefter-fuer-Personenverkehr-und-Mobilitaet-Fachwirtin-Gepruefte-fuer-Personenverkehr-und-Mobilitaet_11.html?nn=365830
https://www.dqr.de/dqr/shareddocs/qualifikationen/de/Fachwirt-Gepruefter-fuer-Personenverkehr-und-Mobilitaet-Fachwirtin-Gepruefte-fuer-Personenverkehr-und-Mobilitaet_11.html?nn=365830
https://www.dqr.de/dqr/shareddocs/qualifikationen/de/Fachwirt-Gepruefter-fuer-Personenverkehr-und-Mobilitaet-Fachwirtin-Gepruefte-fuer-Personenverkehr-und-Mobilitaet_11.html?nn=365830
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/C/fitxa5464/tecnica-de-mercaderies-en-contenidors.do
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/C/fitxa5464/tecnica-de-mercaderies-en-contenidors.do
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/C/fitxa5464/tecnica-de-mercaderies-en-contenidors.do
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/C/fitxa5464/tecnica-de-mercaderies-en-contenidors.do
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/C/fitxa5464/tecnica-de-mercaderies-en-contenidors.do
https://app.akov.be/pls/pakov/f?p=VLAAMSE_KWALIFICATIESTRUCTUUR:BEROEPSKWALIFICATIE::::1020:P1020_BK_DOSSIER_ID:171
https://app.akov.be/pls/pakov/f?p=VLAAMSE_KWALIFICATIESTRUCTUUR:BEROEPSKWALIFICATIE::::1020:P1020_BK_DOSSIER_ID:171
https://app.akov.be/pls/pakov/f?p=VLAAMSE_KWALIFICATIESTRUCTUUR:BEROEPSKWALIFICATIE::::1020:P1020_BK_DOSSIER_ID:1182
https://app.akov.be/pls/pakov/f?p=VLAAMSE_KWALIFICATIESTRUCTUUR:BEROEPSKWALIFICATIE::::1020:P1020_BK_DOSSIER_ID:1182
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/es/fitxes/A/fitxa11169/agente-de-intervencion.do
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/es/fitxes/A/fitxa11169/agente-de-intervencion.do
https://app.akov.be/pls/pakov/f?p=VLAAMSE_KWALIFICATIESTRUCTUUR:BEROEPSKWALIFICATIE::::1020:P1020_BK_DOSSIER_ID:3321
https://app.akov.be/pls/pakov/f?p=VLAAMSE_KWALIFICATIESTRUCTUUR:BEROEPSKWALIFICATIE::::1020:P1020_BK_DOSSIER_ID:3321
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/R/fitxa6141/responsable-de-logistica-i-emmagatzematge.do
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/R/fitxa6141/responsable-de-logistica-i-emmagatzematge.do
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/R/fitxa6141/responsable-de-logistica-i-emmagatzematge.do
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/R/fitxa6141/responsable-de-logistica-i-emmagatzematge.do
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/D/fitxa4904/gestora-de-compres.do
https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/D/fitxa4904/gestora-de-compres.do
https://app.akov.be/pls/pakov/f?p=VLAAMSE_KWALIFICATIESTRUCTUUR:BEROEPSKWALIFICATIE::::1020:P1020_BK_DOSSIER_ID:3621
https://app.akov.be/pls/pakov/f?p=VLAAMSE_KWALIFICATIESTRUCTUUR:BEROEPSKWALIFICATIE::::1020:P1020_BK_DOSSIER_ID:3621
https://www.dqr.de/dqr/shareddocs/qualifikationen/de/Fachkraft-fuer-Lagerlogistik_2.html?nn=365830
https://www.dqr.de/dqr/shareddocs/qualifikationen/de/Fachkraft-fuer-Lagerlogistik_2.html?nn=365830
https://www.dqr.de/dqr/shareddocs/qualifikationen/de/Fachkraft-fuer-Lagerlogistik_2.html?nn=365830
https://www.dqr.de/dqr/shareddocs/qualifikationen/de/Fachlagerist-Fachlageristin_1.html?nn=365830
https://www.dqr.de/dqr/shareddocs/qualifikationen/de/Fachlagerist-Fachlageristin_1.html?nn=365830
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Annex II: Job role description of a freight forwarder 
Belgium (Flanders) 

➢ Bottleneck profession: Freight forwarder  
 

TITLE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION LEVEL 
Employee (inter)national freight transport EQF 3 
Carrying out administrative work, collecting and processing data and documents (transport and customs documents, 
certificates and other documents necessary for transport) according to prescribed procedures in order to optimally support 
the information and goods flow. 
PROFILE OF SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competencies 

o Processes supplied data administratively within the elaborated procedures by collecting, sorting and 
registering data in the available software system 

o Provides information to customers and internal services about the status of the assigned files (formalities for 
international freight transport: legal provisions, levies due, taxes, guarantees, ...) 

o Follows the flow of documents regarding import, export and transit of goods 
o Follows the file during import, transfer and storage, transit and export 
o Fulfills administrative formalities to support the repository 
o Develops own expertise 
o Works in a team 

Skills 
o Problem solving skills 
o Motor skills 
o Environment requires flexibility, assertiveness 
o A sense of responsibility and a hands-on mentality 

Knowledge 
o Basic knowledge of formalities for import, export, transhipment, storage and transit 
o Basic knowledge of the logistics flow (national and international) of documents and goods 
o Basic knowledge of safety and security awareness 
o Basic knowledge of the principles of the organization of the warehouse (storage methods, stock 

management,…) 
o Basic knowledge of dangerous goods 
o Basic knowledge of transport intermediaries (role and tasks) 
o Basic knowledge of the different modes of transport 
o Basic knowledge of English  
o Basic knowledge of French  
o Basic knowledge of German  
o Basic knowledge of the concepts of import, export and transit 
o Basic knowledge of transport geography  
o Knowledge of office software 
o Knowledge of (company-specific) registration software 
o Knowledge of administrative procedures and processing of orders 
o Knowledge of data management 
o Knowledge of business communication 
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➢ Bottleneck profession: Freight forwarder  
 

TITLE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION LEVEL 
Assistant (inter)national freight transport EQF 4 
Administrative processing of a file by collecting, searching, checking and processing data and documents (transport and 
customs documents, certificates and other documents necessary for the transport) in accordance with regulations, various 
international legal regulations, the procedures of the organization and the instructions from the manager in order to 
optimize the flow of information and goods. 
PROFILE OF SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competencies 

o Creates a file administratively by collecting, sorting and registering data in the available software system 
o Provides information to customers, internal and external services, including government institutions, about the 

status of the assigned files (formalities for international freight transport) 
o Follows the flow of documents regarding import, export and transit of goods 
o Follows the file during import, transfer and storage, transit and export 
o Fulfills administrative formalities to support the repository 
o Develops own expertise 

Skills 
o Problem solving skills 
o Environment requires flexibility, assertiveness 
o A sense of responsibility and a hands-on mentality 

Knowledge 
o Basic knowledge of safety and security awareness 
o Basic knowledge of the principles of the organization of the warehouse  
o Basic knowledge of dangerous goods and specific cargo (ADR, IMDG, RID, IATA, ADN, ...) 
o Basic knowledge of customs regulation principles 
o Basic knowledge of the (main) customs terms 
o Basic knowledge of the most important customs documents 
o Basic knowledge of the customs tariff 
o Basic knowledge of the legal aspects of transport documents 
o Basic knowledge of transport insurance 
o Basic knowledge of certificates and permits 
o Basic knowledge of the different modes of transport 
o Basic knowledge of economic and transport geography  
o Basic knowledge of driving and rest times 
o Basic knowledge of load securing across the different modes 
o Basic knowledge of the different types of transport (combined, multimodal,…) 
o Knowledge of the regulations for international freight transport  
o Knowledge of formalities for import, export, transhipment, storage and transit 
o Knowledge of the logistics flow (national and international) of documents and goods 
o Load securing knowledge about the different modes 
o Knowledge of transport intermediaries (legal status, role and duties) 
o Knowledge of office software 
o Knowledge of (company-specific) registration software 
o Knowledge of administrative procedures and processing of orders 
o Knowledge of data management 
o Knowledge of English and French  
o Knowledge of business communication 
o Knowledge of the concepts of import, export and transit 
o Knowledge of the organization of the national and international logistics chain 
o Knowledge of the transport documents per mode 
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Germany  

➢ Bottleneck profession: Freight forwarder  
 

TITLE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION LEVEL 
Freight forwarding and logistics services clerk EQF 4 
Planning and organising the dispatch, shipment and storage of goods and other logistics services. Looking for the most 
suitable means of transport and traffic routes, calculating freight costs and preparing offers. Advising customers on 
packaging issues and arranging transport insurance.  
PROFILE OF SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competencies 

o Plan and organise the dispatch, shipment and storage of goods and other logistics services according due 
consideration to relevant legal requirements and environmental protection aspects 

o Control and monitor the effective cooperation of persons and institutions involved in logistics chains 
o Take advantage of opportunities to consolidate consignments into larger load units 
o Obtain insurance cover 
o Accord due consideration to customs and foreign trade regulations 
o Use information and communication systems 
o Procure information and make information available 
o Correspond and communicate in English with foreign business partners and customers  
o Process English-language documentation 
o Identify customer requirements, advise and offer support to customers 
o Identify and evaluate service provision available on the transport and logistics market 
o Calculate prices 
o Draw up offers and prepare contracts 
o Process customer complaints and claims notices and assist in the settlement of claims 
o Manage payment processes and warning procedures  
o Assist in the calculation of costs and earnings and in commercial management 
o Monitor the market and assist in the further development of service provision of the company 
o Assist with the establishment of networks for the consolidation, transportation and delivery of loads 
o Assist in the development of logistics concepts 
o Act autonomously in performing tasks within the scope of operational instructions given and in accordance 

with legal stipulations. 
Skills 

o Flexibility  
o Contact ability  
o Customer orientation  
o Organizational skills  
o Independent working methods  
o Ability to work in a team  
o Reliable 
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Spain 

➢ Bottleneck profession: Freight forwarder  
 

TITLE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION LEVEL 
Freight forwarder EQF 3 
Planning and organising the dispatch, shipment and storage of goods and other logistics services. Looking for the most 
suitable means of transport and traffic routes, calculating freight costs and preparing offers. Advising customers on 
packaging issues and arranging transport insurance.  
PROFILE OF SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competencies 

o Forwards the file to customs clearance 
o Receives transport orders, invoices and other documents from customers or correspondents 
o Issues delivery notes for warehouses and carriers 
o Contacts and hires carriers to anticipate charges 
o Makes payments for the transportation service and takes control of the costs 
o Receives delivery note conformities 
o Ensures compliance with the administrative documentation associated with the goods, including those relating 

to special products (for example, dangerous goods) and also insurance 
o Controls the arrival, storage and departure of goods from the warehouse 
o Issues the transport documents of the goods 
o Issues the cargo list of the goods and organizes the cargo on the corresponding means of transport 

Skills 
o Teamwork and cooperation 
o Strategic orientation 
o Achievement Orientation 
o Planning and organization 
o Initiative 
o Flexibility and change management 

Other specific requirements 
o A high level of English  
o Knowledge of other languages  
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Annex III: Job role description of a customs clearance agent 
Belgium (Flanders) 

➢ Bottleneck profession: Customs clearance agent  
 

TITLE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION LEVEL 
Customs clearance assistant EQF 4 
Supporting all customs formalities (taking care of the handling of customs documents/customs formalities regarding 
import, transit and export activities and this for the various modes of transport), taking into account the regulations and 
quality in order to ensure the to carry out obligations imposed on the Customs and Excise regarding VAT, excise duties, 
import duties, etc. 
PROFILE OF SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competencies 

o Receives, collects and/or requests transport documents for goods from the forwarder or directly from the 
customer and compiles the file (transit, customs, ...) 

o Prepares documents for the (inter)national movement of the goods and checks them 
o Follows up files regarding the customs declaration and the customs formalities for import, transit and export 
o Prepares and follows up the invoicing of transit or customs activities  
o Prepares files to inform and advise customers/government authorities about the formalities related to 

(inter)national goods traffic 
o Supports the customs declarant in solving problems when registering the order, preparing the customs 

declaration, etc. 
Skills 

o Problem solving skills 
o Accuracy and precision  
o Autonomy 

Knowledge 
o Basic knowledge of German 
o Basic knowledge of English  
o Basic knowledge of French  
o Basic knowledge of Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) 
o Basic knowledge of legal procedures (being able to initiate an administrative appeal) 
o Knowledge of the organization of the national and international logistics chain 
o Knowledge of transport geography (road network, maritime, inland shipping routes, air routes, ...) 
o Knowledge of regulations on international trade (Incoterms, ...) 
o Knowledge of the regulations for the transport of goods 
o Knowledge of the concepts of import, export and transit 
o Knowledge of proprietary software and administrative procedures 
o Knowledge of a software package for creating customs declarations 
o Knowledge of the tariff of import duties and of nomenclature 
o Knowledge of the different customs documents 
o Knowledge of the calculation rules of indirect taxes relevant to customs 
o Knowledge of the administrative processing of assignments 
o Knowledge of formalities for import, transit and export 
o Knowledge of documents that must be submitted to obtain preferential rates 
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➢ Bottleneck profession: Customs clearance agent  
 

TITLE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION LEVEL 
Customs clearance agent EQF 5 
Taking care of the complete handling of all customs documents/customs formalities regarding import, transit and export 
activities for the various modes of transport, taking into account the regulations and quality in order to carry out obligations 
imposed on customs and excise regarding VAT, excise duties, import duties, etc. 
PROFILE OF SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competencies 

o Received, collected and/or requested transport documents of goods and a composite file  
o Documents drawn up and checked for the international movement of goods  
o Followed up files with regard to the customs declaration and customs formalities for import, transit and export 
o Prepared and monitored invoicing of transit or customs activities  
o Controlled returns 
o Prepared files to inform and advise customers/government authorities about the formalities relating to 

(inter)national goods traffic 
o Informed and advised customers/government authorities about the formalities relating to (inter)national goods 

traffic 
o Managed customs clearance assistants for the processing and follow-up of (dispute) files 
o Solved problems when registering, preparing the customs declaration 
o Dispute files handled 

Skills 
o Problem solving skills 
o Accuracy and precision  
o Controlling skills  

Knowledge 
o Basic knowledge of German, English, French  
o Basic knowledge of Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) 
o Basic knowledge of legal procedures (being able to initiate an administrative appeal) 
o Knowledge of the organization of the national and international logistics chain 
o Knowledge of transport geography (road network, maritime, inland shipping routes, air routes, ...) 
o Knowledge of regulations on international trade (Incoterms, ...) 
o Knowledge of the regulations for the transport of goods 
o Knowledge of the concepts of import, export and transit 
o Knowledge of proprietary software and administrative procedures 
o Knowledge of a software package for creating customs declarations 
o Knowledge of the tariff of import duties and of nomenclature 
o Knowledge of the different customs documents 
o Knowledge of the calculation rules of indirect taxes relevant to customs 
o Knowledge of the administrative processing of assignments 
o Knowledge of the procedures and conditions for applying for a permit and/or certificate 
o Knowledge of the Community Customs Code 
o Thorough knowledge of import, transit and export formalities 
o Thorough knowledge of documents that must be submitted to obtain preferential rates 
o Thorough knowledge of customs regulations and legislation, VAT and excise duties 
o Thorough knowledge of warehouse regulations and processing traffic 
o Thorough knowledge of commodity codes and customs tariffs 
o Thorough knowledge of the application of (future) simplification procedures 
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Spain 

➢ Bottleneck profession: Customs clearance agent 
 

TITLE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION LEVEL 
Customs clearance agent EQF 5 
PROFILE OF SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competencies 

o Receives from the customer (on behalf of the person processing the goods) the corresponding information and 
instructions for the customs management of the goods 

o Presents necessary documents for the clearance of the goods: 
→ Carries out the tariff classification of the import or export goods to be dispatched 
→ Prepares the DUA (Single Administrative Document) and provides the copy approved by the Customs to the 

traffic agent or the carrier for the departure of the goods from the customs premises and their shipment to 
destination 

→ Uses the EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) for the electronic submission of documentation and procedures to 
Customs 

→ Signs official documents 
→ Applies, where applicable, the customs regulations and other provisions that apply to the goods to be 

dispatched 
If necessary, takes the necessary steps to: 

→ Customs physical inspections 
→ Meets the requirements of Customs in relation to the clearance of goods 
→ Being present at the time of the physical inspection 
o Makes the corresponding payments and collections of tariffs, VAT and other expenses on behalf of the owner 

of the goods 
Skills 

o Initiative 
o Customer orientation 
o Concern for order and quality 
o Strategic orientation 
o Teamwork and cooperation  

Other specific requirements 
o Knowledge of computer programs at user level 
o Knowledge of English at intermediate level 
o Master EDI environment for electronic document exchange 
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Annex IV: Job role description of  a dispatcher freight transport 
Belgium (Flanders) 

➢ Bottleneck profession: Dispatcher freight transport 
 

TITLE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION LEVEL 
Dispatcher freight transport EQF 5 
Coordinating and organizing various activities with regard to the transport of goods and monitoring the regulations 
regarding safety, environment and quality in order to ensure that (part of) the transport activities of a company site for 
road freight transport are carried out adequately. 
PROFILE OF SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competencies 

o Organization of the handling of orders for road freight transport according to the orders of the customers 
o Compiling the file for road transport and delivering the documents to customers, drivers, etc. 
o Organization and planning of the drivers' routes 
o Drafting and updating the daily schedule of the drivers 
o The follow-up and control of the execution of the transport and the identification and correction of defects 
o Providing technical support to the drivers (change of route, travel time, ...) in case of breakdown, accident 
o Completing the follow-up documents of the activities and the determination of deviations 
o Monitoring and checking the activities of the staff (driving times, validity of certificates, ...) 

Skills 
o Problem solving skills 
o Monitoring skills 
o Autonomy 

Knowledge 
o Basic knowledge of German, English, French 
o Knowledge of current software (word processing, spreadsheet, ...) 
o Knowledge and application of navigation material (route planner, GPS, VHF, radar, road maps, ...) 
o Knowledge and application of professional road transport software (Transport Management System) for the 

exchange of computer generated data (EDI - Electronic Data Interchange) 
o Knowledge of the use of information and communication technologies (internet, e-mail, ...) 
o Knowledge of the regulations for the transport of goods and road transport (such as driving times and rest 

times) 
o Knowledge of the organization of the national and international transport chain 
o Knowledge of transport geography (road network, sea, air and inland shipping routes,…) 
o Knowledge of the customs authorizations necessary for the transport (national transport, Community transport, 

extra-Community transport) 
o Knowledge of loading regulations 
o Knowledge of the use and application of all relevant documents (unloading and loading lists, waybills, export 

documents, ADR goods, ...) 
o Knowledge of tariff calculation techniques 
o Knowledge of techniques for leading a team 
o Knowledge of planning techniques 
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Germany  

➢ Bottleneck profession: Dispatcher freight transport  
 

TITLE OF PROFESSION EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION LEVEL 
Traffic expeditor Not specified 
Dispatchers in freight transport are responsible for the smooth transport of freight in road and rail traffic. They plan and 
coordinate the distribution of goods, vehicle utilization, personnel deployment and routes. 
PROFILE OF SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 
Core Competencies 

o Creating a load plan 
o Scheduling (goods traffic)  
o Cargo handling  
o Expertise in load securing on road vehicles (VDI 2700) 
o Tour planning 
o Transport logistics  
o Create shipping documents 

Other Competencies  
o Invoicing 
o Order acceptance and processing 
o Distribution logistics 
o Cargo inspection 
o Fleet management 
o Calculation 
o Contact logistics 
o Creating customer offers 
o Warehousing 
o Workforce planning 
o Complaints processing 
o Rail transport 
o Forwarding, delivery traffic 
o Goods receipt, incoming goods inspection 
o Customs regulations, customs clearance 
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Spain 

➢ Bottleneck profession: Dispatcher freight transport  
 

TITLE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION LEVEL 
Route manager EQF 5 
Organizing the route of the vehicles for the delivery of goods while trying to optimize them. With the incorporation of 
information technologies in vehicles (GPS, mobile terminals, digital tachographs), their functions are becoming more 
technical. 
PROFILE OF SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competencies 

o Organizes the routes and schedules of the vehicles  
o Executes distribution plans and procedures and transports orders and goods 
o Manages fleet utilization and allocates the necessary human and material resources for each service 
o Monitors driving times of the personnel according to the current legislation and the objectives of the company 
o Checks that the maximum level of quality in the service is reached and that the road safety regulations are 

complied with 
o Optimize routes, loads and time to achieve maximum customer satisfaction 
o Records, monitors and prepares reports on delivery deadlines, costs, ratios and transport quality levels 
o Resolves any incidents that occur, in order to guarantee the provision of the service according to the 

contracted conditions 
o Controls vehicle documentation 
o Ensure that vehicles and cargo have the proper documentation 
o Records vehicle and load incidents 
o Performs the integration of orders and the issuance of service orders in accordance with the established 

planning and parameters 
o Selects the most suitable transport systems according to the type, weight and volume of the goods to be 

transported 
o Use computer systems properly 

Skills 
o Achievement Orientation 
o Initiative 
o Concern for order and quality 
o Flexibility and change management 

Other specific requirements 
o High command of English 
o Knowledge of management software 
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Resources  
[1] https://www.dhl.com/global-en/home/insights-and-innovation/thought-leadership/trend-reports/future-of-

work/interactive-report.html  
[2] https://www.dhl.com/global-en/home/insights-and-innovation/insights/logistics-trend-radar.html  
[3] https://www.pwc.com/hu/hu/kiadvanyok/assets/pdf/transport-logistics-trendbook-2019-en.pdf  
[4] https://www.grensregio.eu/assets/files/site/Trendrapport_LogistiekLerenZonderGrenzen.pdf  
[5] https://www.bvl-trends.de/trend/ 
[6] https://www.fundaciobcnfp.cat/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Fundacio-BCNFP_Sector-

logistic_170x240_DIGITAL_menyspes-INFIORME-CAT-ENTR.pdf  
[7] https://logispyme.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/informe-empleo-y-talento-sector-logistica-2019.pdf  
[8] https://www.dvz.de/sonderseiten/daten-center/detail/news/logistik-fachkraeftemangel-verschaerft-sich-

wieder.html  
[9] https://www.bvl.de/misc/filePush.php?id=39660&name=BVL2017-TAS-Digital-Transformation-

Study.pdf  
[10] https://www.sepe.es/HomeSepe/que-es-el-sepe/comunicacion-institucional/noticias/historico-de-

noticias/2021/detalle-noticia.html?folder=/2021/Junio/&detail=adaptacion-informe-prospeccion-
necesidades-formativas-2020  

[11] https://www.vdab.be/trendsdoc/beroepen/index.html?brp=TA1110  
[12] https://www.arbeitsagentur.de/datei/Klassifikation-der-Berufe_ba017989.pdf  
[13] https://www.bvl.de/misc/filePush.php?id=35390&name=BVL17_Gesamtauswertung_BVL-

Umfrage_Fachkr%C3%A4ftemangel_Logistik_170426.pdf  
[14] https://vlaamsekwalificatiestructuur.be/en/  
[15] https://www.dqr.de/dqr/de/der-dqr/was-ist-ein-qualifikationsrahmen/was-ist-ein-

qualifikationsrahmen_node.html  
[16] https://treball.barcelonactiva.cat/porta22/cat/  
[17] https://www.dqr.de/dqr/shareddocs/qualifikationen/de/Kaufmann-fuer-Spedition-und-

Logistikdienstleistung-Kauffrau-fuer-Spedition-und-Logistikdienstleistung_2.html?nn=365830 
[18] https://wis.ihk.de/  
[19] https://www.jobmatch.me/blog/arbeitnehmer/logistik/weiterbildung-zum-disponenten/  
[20] https://www.logosinform.be  
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